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i n t a n g i b l e   s p a c e !

searches for an in-depth dialogue between virtual and physical 
territories, natural and artificial constructions; it explores the ways in 
which different artistic mediums: virtual projections, 2D and 3D digital 
prints and sculptures create new incorporeal spaces and challenge 
our perception of what is tangible and real.	
The three-dimensionality in Lo’s gravity-defying bamboo sculptures re-
define our understanding of the space and the reality within. The 
structures swing in the air, drawing curves of harmony like the gracious 
strokes of Chinese calligraphy. His creations immerse the viewer in the 
physical and sensorial virtues of the bamboo. Closely bound to the 
forces of nature, Lo starts shaping each sculpture manipulating living 
bamboo. Following the knots and fibres of the plant, the sculptures’ 
structure is shaped using tension and fishing rods. The bamboo is then 
dried for months, exposed to the strong Mediterranean elements. This 
intervention is the basis for the final pieces which are constructed with 
the organic material, fishing lines and metal and ceramic weights. Like 
Calder’s mobiles, the sculptures follow strict mathematical laws of 
movement and balance. His manipulation of the bamboo plants from 
solid canes to thin and articulating contours, creates mobile sculptures 
where the artwork consists of not only the bamboo itself, but also the 
intangible hollow space within and the shadows and silhouettes they 
project. A fragile harmony is achieved through opposites: flexibility and 
strength, fullness and void, light and shadow, movement and 
quietness.	
In the case of Miguel Chevalier, his virtual works also relate back to the 
essence of the natural world and the life cycle. The movement in the 
generative digital works derives from the DNA of constantly changing 
and evolving flowers. Whilst most of the artist’s works are often large-
scale, the exhibition will present more intimate observations transposed 
within a digital universe. The process of developing computer-created 
coloured plant forms is in fact directed by software conceived 
specifically by the artist. Miguel Chevalier creates "virtual seeds", 
allowing them to grow, come to fruition, die, and be reborn – giving 
birth to an infinite variety of forms and landscapes in a generative 
virtual reality. Beyond their aesthetic and playful qualities, the works 
question both the status of the work of art in the digital era and the 
stakes involved with genetic manipulation. Nothing can predict what 
these “fractal flowers” might produce, free as they are to infinitely cross 
and reproduce, constantly transforming, never repeating. The idea of 
intangibility is questioned not only in light of their virtual nature, but also 
as the images flourish for the first and last time, never to reappear in the 
physical world.	
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laurent martin “lo” !



Windy Cloud 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 

Tanning bamboo, Titan braid thread and ceramic ball	
90 x 110 x 160cm	

170cm rotation diameter 
2015	



Junk Sail 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 

Tanning nigra bamboo, Titan braid thread, 
copper and steel ball 

100 x 37 x 7cm 
2016 

 



Junk Orbiting 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 
Nigra bamboo, Titan braid thread, steel ball, steel 
threads, counterweight lead, copper and silver 
75 x 70 x 25cm 
120cm rotation diameter 
2016 



Bamboo Soul 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 
Bamboo nigra, Titan braid thread and Iron ball	
160 x 20 x 20cm	
24cm rotation diameter	
2014  
 



Órbita No.13 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 
Tanning nigra bamboo, Titan braid thread, steel 
and lead counterweight 
30 x 30 x 30cm 
46cm rotation diameter 
2016 

 



Enlace No.9 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 

Tanning bamboo, Titan braid thread, 
iron and copper base	

100 x 40 x 15cm	
2011  



Kosmos No.1 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 
Tanning bamboo, Titan braid thread and 
ceramic ball	
180 x 110 x 95cm	
280cm rotation diameter 
2016	

 



Kosmos No.2 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 

Tanning bamboo, Titan braid thread and ceramic ball	
90 x 100 x 105cm	

120cm rotation diameter 
2016	



Le Vent En Poupe 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 
Tanning black bamboo, Titan braid thread and iron ball	
170 x 105 x 40cm	
120cm rotation diameter 
2013	



Lys 
Laurent Martin “Lo” 

Tanning bamboo, Titan braid thread and 
ceramic ball	

190 x 120 x 130cm	
180cm rotation diameter	

2014 





Detail of Telares (Looms) No. 3  



miguel chevalier !



Fractal Flowers  
Miguel Chevalier  
Generative virtual reality 
projected on a Tai Ping tapestry  
1.7 m diameter 
2009 



Fractal Flower installation shots, 2014 



Polygonatum Odoratum de Octavio Paz 
Miguel Chevalier  

Generative virtual reality seed from Fractal Flowers 
 55’ LCD screen 

112 x 64 x 6.5 cm 
2013 



Silène luminaris sive Muflier de Borges 
Miguel Chevalier  
Sculpture, 3D printer (resin) with box in acrylic 
glass and mirror  
45 x 45 x 45cm 
2011 



Purple Haze Artifilis Femina  
Miguel Chevalier  
Sculpture, 3D printer (resin)  
35 x 35 x 35cm 
2011 



Fractal Flowers B&W No. 2 
Miguel Chevalier  
Digital print, diasec mounted  
with frame in wood  
105 x 105cm 
2008 



Fractal Flowers B&W No. 4 
Miguel Chevalier  
Digital print, diasec mounted with frame 
in wood  
105 x 105 x 10cm 
2008 
 
 



Fractal Flowers B&W No. 8 
Miguel Chevalier  
Digital print, diasec mounted  
with frame in wood  
105 x 105 x 10cm 
2008 
 



Fractal Flowers B&W 1>9, 2008 



Laurent Martin “Lo” 

The gravity-defying bamboo sculptures by Laurent Martin “Lo” swing in the air, 
drawing curves of harmony like the gracious strokes of Chinese calligraphy. His 
creations immerse the viewer in the physical and sensorial virtues of the organic 
material. Closely bound to the forces of nature, Lo starts shaping each sculpture 
manipulating living bamboo. Following the knots and fibres of the plant, the 
sculptures’ structure is shaped using tension and fishing rods. The bamboo is then 
dried for months, exposed to the strong Mediterranean elements. This intervention 
is the basis for the final pieces which are constructed with the organic material, 
fishing lines and metal and ceramic weights. Like Calder’s mobiles, the sculptures 
follow strict mathematical laws of movement and balance. His manipulation of 
the bamboo plants from solid canes to thin and articulating contours, creates 
mobile sculptures where the artwork consists of not only the bamboo itself, but 
also the intangible hollow space within and the shadows and silhouettes they 
project. A fragile harmony is achieved through opposites: flexibility and strength, 
fullness and void, light and shadow, movement and quietness. 	

Born in France, Lo trained as a visual artist and for many years worked as a 
creative director in advertising and fashion.  Lo’s first encounter with bamboo 
was completely circumstantial, but as he recalls “it was love at first slight”. 
Bamboo became his obsession, a passion so strong that drove him to set out on a 
journey of discovery which he refers to as his Bamboo Routes.	

In 2004 he set out for Southeast Asia, attending the World Bamboo Congress in 
Delhi. From there he travelled to remote areas in Thailand, Vietnam and Laos, 
learning old techniques from the communities for whom bamboo is an essential 
resource. Beyond craftsmanship, Lo learned the strong spiritual and emotional 
charge within bamboo. In 2011, with the support of the World Bamboo 
Organisation, he began his second journey to Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua 
and Costa Rica.  He studied the spatial properties of bamboo and met well-
known members of an international community using contemporary techniques 
to build bamboo structures, including Architect Martín Coto and Engineer 
Mercedes Rodriguez. His final trip was to Indonesia in 2012, where he discovered 
the work of John Hardy in Bali.  Hardy would invite Lo to give lessons in “bamboo 
art” at his Green School and Green Village and to develop a project during 
bamboo’s growing season. 	

Through his travels, Lo developed deep insight and knowledge into bamboo’s 
properties as well as traditional and contemporary techniques to grow and work 
with the material. Beyond its physical characteristics such as flexibility, resistance, 
density and lightness; it was the spiritual properties of bamboo that would 
captivate him and become the soul of his poetic creations.  	

Laurent Martin “Lo” is member of the Royal British Society of Sculptors and 
currently lives and works in Spain. He is represented by Puerta Roja in Asia since 
2015. 	

b. 1955, Paris, France 



  

Miguel Chevalier 

Miguel Chevalier’s fantastic digital works are pure “transformational” art that 
is in constant metamorphosis. They are generated in and through time and 
occupy from the smallest to the vastest spaces inviting the public to interact 
with them. Virtual flowers evolve with the cycle of seasons never repeating 
themselves. Unusual shapes, amazing colours, other artificial paradises are 
created. Massive walls projected with imagery, responding to the audience 
through motion-detectors disrupting and altering almost psychedelic visual 
elements.  

  

Since 1982, his art has been dedicated to the exploration of technology. 
Taking references from the history of art and reformulating them using 
computer tools, his works investigate the flux and networks that underlie 
contemporary society. He is known internationally as one of the pioneers of 
virtual and digital art. 

  

Miguel Chevalier was born in Mexico City in 1959 and moved to Paris to 
pursue his artist career. He graduated from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure 
des Beaux Arts in Paris in 1980 and went on to Ecole Nationale Supérieure des 
Arts Décoratifs. After graduating he was awarded the Lavoisier scholarship 
by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and studied at the Pratt Institute, New 
York. In 1994, he served as artist in residence at the Kujoyama Villa, Kyoto, 
Japan. 

  

Chevalier has created dozens of projects variously incorporating video 
projections, virtual reality, holographic imagery and other forms. He has 
produced exhibitions and installations for galleries, museums and public 
spaces around the world. He has been awarded a number of architecturally-
based commissions. 

  

Puerta Roja represents Miguel Chevalier in partnership with renowned art 
dealer Deborah Frydman. 

 

b. 1959, Mexico City, Mexico 
 



About the Gallery: Puerta Roja 
 
Since it’s foundation in 2010 by Adriana Alvarez-
Nichol, Puerta Roja has pioneered the promotion 
of established and emerging contemporary 
artists as the only gallery to specialise in Latin 
American and Spanish art in the region. Located 
in Hong Kong’s most up and coming art district, 
SOHO 189 Art Lane, Puerta Roja prides itself on 
having both a  strong influence in the 
development of the local contemporary art 
scene as well as a growing footprint across Asia-
Pacific. 
 
Adriana Alvarez-Nichol is the first art dealer in 
Hong Kong dedicated to Latin American art in 
Asia Pacific and Vice-President to the Board of 
the HKAGA. Born in Mexico, but having spent her 
working life in London and around the world, 
Adriana has always been passionate about the 
artists of her homeland. As both new and 
established collectors look for higher quality art 
and greater diversification, Adriana is opening 
the door to Latin American and Spanish art. 
 
Under her guidance, Puerta Roja collaborates 
with a wide network of renowned galleries from 
Latin America, Asia and Europe, independent art 
exhibi t ion venues, innovat ive art fa i r s , 
international art dealers and non-profit art 
organisations. The gallery invests in the primary 
market, arranges for commissions, sources 
specific mandates and intermediates in the 
secondary market, primarily between Asian and 
Latin America private collectors. 
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